Sierra Nevada Unit
Proposed Rally Info Sheet
Proposed area:
Obsidian Dome, Inyo National Forest
Location:
2.7 miles west of Hwy 395 on forest road # 2S10
Road conditions:
First 1.5 miles of 2 lane graded dirt (some washboard), then 1.2 miles of single lane w/
turnouts just a bit rougher but still fairly good dirt road.
Camping area:
Large open pumice area w/ a few huge Jeffery Pines very flat, one lg. firering next to
road. Can accommodate 10-12 trailers easily. Small stream near by.
Vistas:
Obsidian Dome, otherwise forest and geologic features - craters, obsidian deposits
Local areas if interest:
Glass Creek Meadows - strenuous hike 1.9 miles west of camping area, upstream.
Obsidian Dome - easy hike up graded prospect road up to top of dome from camping
area, .1 - .2 miles
June Lake Loop - recreation area, 4 beautiful lakes, fishing, hiking, swimming beach,
etc., canoeing, 12 minutes driving time
Mono Lake - South Tufa, Mono Basin Visitors Center near Lee Vining, Panium Crater,
Mono Craters, Black Point Fissures, canoeing, 20 minutes driving time
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Route and Camping location photos

Turn west off Hwy. 395 after this
sign - towards Obsidian Dome

Right after turning on Obsidian
Dome Road you should see this very
short sign. Drive straight through
the 1st cross intersection at .3 mi.

After .9 miles of wide dirt
road take the left fork
towards Obsidian Dome.
You will pass the Obsidian
Dome Parking Area at 1.3
miles, keep on the main
road.

At this unmarked fork in the road take a left again. At
this point the road becomes one lane with turnouts.
1.5 miles from Hwy. 395

At this last unmarked fork in the road take a left again.
2.6 miles from Hwy. 395, almost there.

Views of Obsidian Dome Camping Area.

This shot taken from the prospect road on the dome

